The 4 Cs of Learning
Over 70% of growth is due to “informal” learning, or learning that happens outside
conventional settings like workshops and leadership trainings.
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To help you support on-the- ob development, we’ve identified four universal principles of
effective informal learning.

2. Connectivity
Learning happens in the flow of work

Learning shouldn’t be lonely

People learn the most when they ’re taught a new skill in a context that

The more connected people feel to their colleagues, the better and

closely resembles the one in which they ’d actually put that skill to use.

more

75%

If new information isn’t applied, we’ll forget about 75%
of it after just six days.

quickly they ’re able to learn.

55%

55% of employees first ask a colleague for help when
they want to learn a new skill.

3. Cadence

4. Continuous Improvement

You learn best when you learn less

Keep only what works

Learning happens faster when people divide their goals into tiny

On-the-job development stays on track when people have a way to

actions, each more difficult than the last, and repeat them relentlessly.

measure their progress so they can keep the skills and habits that work
and drop those that don’t.

90%

90% of employees agree that bite-sized learning
moments help them develop faster.

2.4x

When people receive opportunities to learn in the flow
of their work, they become 2.4x time more likely to
improve.

Are you applying the 4Cs within your organization?

Context

Connectivity

Are lessons taught out of context, as in a separate

Does learning happen in isolation? Are employees

training, or in the flow of an employee’s daily work? 



encouraged to make mistakes? 



The more high-fidelity the learning environment, the

Employees who feel psychologically safe are more likely

more likely your employees are to learn.

to try new things, iterate, and give each other feedback.

Cadence

Continuous Improvement

Does learning happen every day, or only on specific

Do you have a plan to regularly evaluate your learning

training days? 



programs’ effectiveness? 



When it comes to helping your people learn and grow,

You can’t manage what you don’t measure.

small ongoing efforts matter more than one-time
initiatives.

With the help of the 4 Cs, you can ensure that your people continue to learn and
stay engaged, no matter what happens next.

Ready to help your people grow, every single day? 

Drop us a note at hello@humu.com

